Word Search

Score out words from the list below. The words can be across, down, diagonal and even backwards but only in a straight line.

Divided, Sinned, Best, Citizen, Ring, Wasted, Saw, Heaven, Spent, Servants, House, Far, Prodigal, Shoes, Robe.

Spiral

Fill in the words using the clues given. The last letter of the first word will be the first letter of the second word, and so on. Once this is done make a word that describes how the older son felt, using and rearranging the letters from the orange circles.

1. You can’t go far without it?
2. The wayward son was this in relation to his brother?
3. After a while of feeding pigs, he thought to do this?
4. What was left in his bag before going to work in a pig farm?
5. How his father appeared when he returned to him?
6. The father ???? his sons’ inheritance?
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Key Word: ANGRY

Spot the Difference

There are ten differences to spot. Can you spot them all?

Story Questions

1. Was the prodigal son the older or younger brother of the two?

   YOUNGER ____________________________

2. In what way were the pigs better off than the prodigal son?

   THEY WERN’T STARVING WITH HUNGER ______________________________________

3. When he returned home to his father, name three things his father gave him?

   SHOES, RING, ROBE (FATTED CALF) _________________________________________
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Can you tell which path leads where?

Question!
Was the father happy or angry when his wayward son returned home?

GLAD

City: Path No 3
Pig Farm: Path No 1
Home: Path No 2
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